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tHeo ZWygers, Lyondell Basell
President F&L

dear f&l members, 
 
And another year has passed. A year characterized by growing confl ict in the Middle east, 
more extreme weather patterns, tumbling oil prices and decline of the euro - but on the 
positive side we see continued signs that the economy in europe is showing some structural 
signs of growth and recuperating step-by-step. exports towards the end of 2014 started to 
accelerate, catching the benefi t of a declining euro on world markets and, as it looks now, 
this trend will continue well into 2015. Let us hope we are able to support countries like 
Greece and some others to ensure the stability and reliability of our fi nancial markets and 
consolidate this growth pattern.
 
the diversity of our members and their businesses is a key ingredient for F&L. thank you to 
all our members for participating in our Prague and Duisburg meetings and for contributing to 
our think tank and 4PL gatherings. Your participation and input is essential to ensure we add 
- as a total group - value to you and to your business, and we all become better over time at 
what we do. this is the core reason why we exist as F&L.
 
Unfortunately, in 2014 we have seen eU member states issuing legislation that seems counter 
to the free movement across europe of goods, people and services. Rail liberalization and 
standardization is not moving fast enough across the member states and we need to break 
down barriers further in this area. We continue to see major developments and changes in 
our It landscape which makes it essential for us to align ourselves, look for ways we can 
harmonize and ensure that, as industries, we converge towards similar systems and tools. 
Green corridors, Aeo, and Ct-PAt all ensure we create the necessary systems and security 
to allow a safe and secure movement of goods that fi t with International standards. But our 
work is not fi nished. We have much to accomplish to ensure we remain competitive and 
secure our future, not only in europe but also in global markets.
 
For 2015 we have again some exiting F&L events. 20-22 May we will welcome key decision 
makers on board our DFDS vessel sailing from Copenhagen to oslo and back while we debate 
Russian, Baltic and nordic issues, harmonization, optimizing the Scan-Med Corridor and how 
we can initiate fundamental change in the supply chain. then on 26-27 november we have 
already booked the World trade Centre in Barcelona as our base for discussing the Mediter-
ranean and doing business with Africa for all modes. I look forward meeting up with all of 
you during these events.
 
thank you for being an active F&L member, thank you for your contribution. I look forward to 
an excellent 2015.
 
Yours sincerely,

theo Zwygers

Letter from the F&L President

FoReWoRD FRoM PReSIDent
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gavin W. roser
F&L Secretary General

Czech National Bank,
Location of our 20th Anniversary 

meeting in Prague, June 2014

Shippers from every sector have the same issue: moving goods and raw materials in a cost-
effi cient manner between global markets and within domestic corridors. Logistics service 
providers exist to serve shippers and invent initiatives to improve the value and cost of the 
supply chain.

F&L has several 2014 highlights. 

•  Two conferences: Prague in June and Duisburg in November. 

• Content: sustainability and the effi ciency link, impact of technology, optimizing 
 ten-t corridors, best practice between east and West, long distance rail (China and   
 turkey), impact of the new sulphur agreements, what’s holding up the success of 
 the  new 4PL  business model and a chance to talk fi rst-hand to those pioneering   
 horizontal collaboration in varied industries to see what they would do differently   
 next time. 

•  modus operandi – spirited debate F&L-style. 

•  We celebrated our 20th anniversary in style at former Czech President Havel’s “Prague  
 Crossroads”. 

•  We were the only organisation to run a side session on freight at the International   
 transport Forum’s Summit of Ministers from 54 countries in May and we launched 
 an F&L/eCLAC (economic Commission of Latin America and the Caribbean) paper on 
 “Effi ciency – a Key Ingredient in Sustainable Supply Chains” at that Summit. 

But In 2015 we have to LIFT THE DEBaTE To a moRE STRaTEGIC LEvEL by asking ourselves 
some key questions. While quarterly targets at times consume us, we must look beyond to 
the coming years.

“Why has F&L sustained over 20 years? 
 Simply because it adds value to 
your business and bottom line”

LETTER FRom GavIN W. RoSER
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I ask you….. What are the key drivers within the european Commission, the International 
Transport Forum and other key global agencies? How do their decisions impact you? How 
does the eIB prioritize their annual spend of billions of euros for ten-t infrastructure and 
bottlenecks? (they have accepted our invitation to explain, by the way, at our 20-22 May 2015 
conference voyage Copenhagen/oslo/Copenhagen). Some of you may recall Professor de Mar-
sily from Paris who opened our eyes to the “impact on water on the supply chain”. Sometimes 
we take this natural resource for granted. If we do, it will be at our peril. 
 
55% of the world’s population lives in urban agglomerations and by 2025 tokyo is predicated 
to lead with 38 million people, Delhi with 32, Shanghai 28, Mumbai 26, Mexico City 24, new 
York 23, São Paulo 23, Dhaka 22, Beijing 22 and then Karachi with 20 million. (City logistics, 
F&L’s first working group report in 1997, will become an increasing issue). How do these 
numbers impact on your business markets? Although europe does not feature in the top 10, 
the issues are the same but with the added regulatory environment and related costs that 
prevail. Annual global carbon emissions sit at circa 35.6 billion tonnes; how do we in europe 
sit in this context? And how do 182 billion daily emails, 2.4 billion internet users and 6.8 billion 
mobile phones affect what you are doing? What if we have a repeat of the 2010 ash cloud 
from Iceland? Do you have a contingency plan? F&L members do not have all the answers but 
they do have some. 
 
our May 2015 voyage in the nordics will be an excellent opportunity to discuss the logistics 
consequences of current events in Russia and beyond. We will ask for your ideas on how we 
can initiate step change in the logistics sector: not 1-2% savings but items which will make 
a fundamental difference to how you operate. You will also meet the european Commission 
Watchdog who will join to discuss the top ten issues in european harmonization with us, and 
Pat Cox, Scan-Med Corridor Coordinator.
 
Frankly F&L is a must. no matter how big you are, you can return to your desk with a sharpe-
ned pencil. Look back to what we learned from our Istanbul conference when many members 
were able to see at first hand the global significance of Istanbul as a major transport hub and 
the centre of the supply chain both north South and east West. It never ends; F&L is brimming 
with new ideas.

Now – 20 years after F&L’s creation and some 15 years since I joined the membership – I com-
mend you to remember that F&L remains a unique forum for your business to innovate. While 
the issues change, F&L gives you an opportunity to be stimulated by new ideas from a truly 
unique group of people in sessions that are closed to the press. Ask us for support. You’ll get it. 

I wish you all a Happy New Year as far as that is possible in this troubled world and urge you 
to make 2015 an F&L year – the year that the Forum brokered innovation in your corporate 
strategy.

LETTER FRom GavIN W. RoSER

Picture of Crown Seaways,
Debate Step Change in the Supply 

Chain, voyage 20-22 May 2015
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“The F&L Forum is definitely a place 
where you learn new things and it is an 
outstanding forum for networking within 

the logistics and supply chain field”

Berit Hägerstrand-Åvall
vice President Sea Services,

StoRA enSo

QUoteS oF 2014

“Collaboration is not free”

dirk t’Hooft
expert in Supply Chain Collaboration & Innovation,

Co3 PRoJECT

“To improve forecast accuracy, some 
shippers need to be more careful in the 

data they provide”

Joe CritCHley
vice President Sales and Business Development, 

trade extensions Ltd

“Collaborations can be difficult for 
shippers because we don’t like 

giving up control”

andreas georg
Head Global International Transport, 

MARS 

 “Just bring it when we want it, bring it 
when we need it”

rené HorsCH
transport Business Development Manager, 

IKEa Distribution Services 

“Although harmonization is desired and 
beneficial, too much harmonization can 

lead to loss of innovation”

serge sCHamsCHula
Director Key accounts,
Transped Europe GmbH 

“It is not possible to have an ‘all purpose’ 
trailer today due to the different licenses 

required in each state”

Jörg sanders
International Director Sales, 

Fahrzeugwerk Bernard Krone GmbH

“We tried to prevent climate change. It 
failed. This decade will later be seen as 

the age of failing to prepare” 

Professor dr mattHias klumPP
FoM University essen
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“Shopping today is an emotional 
experience. Most purchases still occur 
close to home, fast/adaptable delivery 
motivates a price premium. We expect 

more commerce in the future to be 
cross-border and click-and-collect”

rafael orta
vice President Business Performance 

europe and (Interim) Marketing,
eBAY
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QUoteS oF 2014

“ … and challenging questions! A very 
dynamic gathering with a lot of interest” 

HoWard lamB
Ceo, 

InterRail Holding aG

We need an Apple for logistics. Different 
actors have different needs, but a 

common technical platform could be 
used and applications running on the 
same platform could be developed”

miroslav skorePa
Logistics Director eMeA, 

Bacardi

 “We have to remember that some 
regions are composed of small hauliers 

(1-5 trucks) and for them it is hard 
to invest in sophisticated IT systems/

integration”

voJteCH Hromir
Secretary General,
ČESMAD Bohemia

“Only F&L brings shippers and 
suppliers together”

dr. remBert Horstmann
Head of marketing, 

ImPERIaL Logistics International B.v. & Co. KG 

“The traditional geography of production and 
consumption is changing. By 2025 the part 
of the world population belonging to the 
consuming class will be - for the fi rst time 
in history - greater than the group living in 

conditions below consuming class. In addition 
the global consuming class will have grown 
by 75% between 2010 and 2025. Most of the 
population belonging to the consuming class 
in 2025 will be living in the countries today 

considered as emerging markets” 

Professor dr gordon Wilmsmeier
eCLAC (economic Commission of Latin America and the 

Caribbean) 

 “Relevant to the business and down 
to earth”

Heiko BrÜCkner
Ceo, 

Haeger & Schmidt International GmbH

 “Customs processes don’t seem to 
be prioritized by service providers, but 
gains could be made by learning more 

about it”

ivona klaBouCHovÁ
Czech Republic Customs Advisor & Auditor

“Green logistics and the shift from road 
to rail is one thing but it does not make 

sense that rail should be more expensive 
for long distances – for example Poland 

to Spain – then a truck”. 

CHristian mÜller
Category Head Transportation & Indirect 

Spend europe & International, 
Mondi Group
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“Real visibility is where you take action, 
it’s not just looking at the data”

ignaCio esCoBedo 
Global transformation Logistics IBM (USA) 
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JoHn riley
General Manager, 

Inbound Palletised Solutions,
vice President F&L 

Harald Bortolotti
Associated Member of the Board, 

LKW WaLTER Internationale Transportorganisation, 
vice President and Treasurer F&L

tHeo ZWygers
Lyondell Basell, 
President F&L

miroslav skorePa
Logistics Director eMeA, 

Bacardi,
vice President F&L

ralf-CHarley sCHultZe
Director General, 

UIRR,
vice President F&L

andreas georg
Head Global International Transport, 

MARS,
vice President F&L
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